
 

The Art of Polarity 
By Charlotte Flowers-Weston 
 
More emphasis is on chemistry, bacteriology, and surgical procedures when it comes to the health of human 
beings.   But more recently a new and more eager to learn generation of healing practitioners are proving that 
bringing back the ancient practices of the healing arts are proving to be just as if not more useful, when it comes 
to relieving the uncomfortable feeling of emotional and physical pain.   Polarity is one of these arts that have 
proved to have a high rate of success with patients. 
 
Polarity is the source of the Triune principle and drive in all created things. It is energy in movement, 
appearance and consciousness. 
 
According to Dr. Randall Stone, “Man’s internal gravity lines are his energy patterns”. 
 
The functioning source in Polarity has been quoted as, “the Great Truth of Life Itself.” According to some 
sources, there is always a reason and a foundation, an outcome and purpose in all breathing things. 
 
Also labeled one of life’s principles, Polarity has a neuter essence center with positive and negative energy 
currents flowing through the body. 
 
Sue Myephski, of Jonesboro, Arkansas has been teaching the healing art of Polarity for 26 years. Moreover, she 
says she strongly believes in the practice. “I feel that is the only way you can stay centered, and be focused on 
Earth and yourself,” said Myephski. 
 
“Polarity is defined in your own soul, your own innerness, and what you as an individual want and is seeking to 
find,” said Myephski.  
 
There is a variety of instruments used to move the energy in the body. However, Myephski says she practices 
touch only. “I work more with just my hands. I don’t like a lot of instruments,” she said. “Some therapist use 
stones, while others use toners,” she also noted. 
 
Myephski notes the “touching therapy” is the highest form of polarity. “You can pull the bad energy out and put 
the new energy back in,” said Myephski. 
 
Lachandra Callahan had no idea what Polarity Therapy was until she experienced an unbearable amount of leg 
pain from a full day of standing and painting her new beauty salon. “By the time the therapist was half way 



through with the session, I was fast asleep. And I could feel the pain being pulled through my body,” said 
Callahan. 
 
“Polarity Therapy is a healing science based on living energy fields which acknowledges and includes all 
dimensions of a human being: physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. Polarity Therapy is a way of working 
with the fundamental energies of life, a way of bringing these energies into a state of balance and free flow 
throughout the entire human energy field. It is an open-ended system, that draws from many healing traditions, 
Western and Eastern, ancient and modern, to form a remarkably integrated and powerfully effective healing 
art.” Dr. Randolph Stone, D.C., D.O. 
 
 
 


